
 
Ocean City High School 

Summer Assignment 2022 

 

Course ASL 3 HONORS 

 

Teacher Amy Andersen 

Email aandersen@ocsdnj.org Due Date Friday, 9/9/2022 

 

Standards  7.1.IH.IPERS.5, 7.1.AL.IPRET.2  , 7.1.AL.IPRET.3 

 

Topic Conceptually Accurate Signing and Translation or Personal Experience 

VLOGs 

 

Purpose Reinforce the learning from ASL 2 and maintain fluency while learning new 

signs through self-directed inquiry.  

 
 

 

Text/Novel(s) & Brief Description N/A 
 

Approximate Time on Task 10 hours 
 

Suggested Timeline 3-4 weeks spread out  
 

How It Will Be Assessed  Teacher analysis of accurate signs, syntax, grammatical 

elements and expression.  
 

 

Fall 2022 ASL 3 HONORS  

**All students should complete ONE of the options below.  

 

Choose any song and do a conceptually accurate translation, including sign play and 

classifiers as much as you can.    

 The ASL Gloss for the translation must be typed and turned in.  

 Identify 10 new signs you learned from the translation process and prepare to share 

with them with the class.    

 

 Write a 6-8 sentence reflection explaining parts you are particularly proud of.    

 Submit a video recording of yourself signing the song translation you have created.  

  

OR  
 



 

  

Record 3 video journal responses.     

 Each video should average between 1-2 minutes.    

  

 You must record yourself in front of a solid background (hang up a dark sheet when 

you record) and ensure there are no lighting issues to distract from your signing. 

  

 Respond to each prompt with your opinion – look up signs you do not know but need 

to include in your response.   Rehearse before you record.  This will be graded.   

  

PROMPTS 

 Describe an experience from the summer.  Include beginning,  

middle and end to the story, descriptions of where you were,  

who you were with and why it was memorable. 
 

 Are you more of a beach person or a pool person and why?  

Who do you go to the beach with and where? What do you like  

to do when you are on the beach? Who do you go to the pool  

with and where? 
 

 How does interacting with the Deaf community affect your  

signing?  How does it affect your nerves?  Is the nervousness  

worth the positive effect it will have on your signing  

ability?  What do you hope to gain from ASL 3 Honors this  

year?   

 

 


